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America’s most feared health problem—cancer—just got dealt a major blow. Dr. Peter J.
D’Adamo, the creator of the Blood Type Diet®, which has forever changed the way people
approach health, now brings readers a targeted plan for fighting cancer.This volume of Dr.
D’Adamo’s Health Library has specific tools not available in any other book, for preventing,
treating, and reversing some of the many complications of cancer.Dr. D’Adamo’s battle plan
includes:• A diet tailored to your blood type to help strengthen your immune system and
maximize your health• A new category of Super Beneficials, highlighting powerful cancer-
fighting foods for your blood type• Blood type-specific protocols for vitamins, supplements, and
herbs to help keep you strong while you are undergoing chemotherapy, radiation, and surgery
for cancerous conditions• A four-week program to get started, offering practical strategies for
eating, exercising, and living right to fight cancer

"Cottages delight our eyes, warm our hearts, and soothe our souls. The fact is, at some point in
our lives we all need them. If there's a cottage in your future, you'll find an abundance of
inspiration and information in this book. No way will you get to the last page without having
sketched out plans for your own 'someday' cottage!"--Jim Tolpin, Author of The New Cottage
Home, contributing editor, Cottage Living magazine"The book features wonderful photographs
that detail the wide range of this genre, from old to new, from big to small, from rustic to slick,
and from all parts of the country."- Milwaukee Journal Sentinel"This is a fun book, filled with
ideas for cottage owners and those who just want to make their own homes feel more like a
cottage."- Hartford Courant"Cottage: America's Favorite Home Inside and Out," by M. Caren
Connolly and Louis Wasserman helps keep the mood - and fun - of summer alive."- Chicago
Daily Herald"M. Caren Connolly and Louis Wasserman take cottage lovers on a tour of
American cottages in Cottage. It offers interesting notes about traditional details in each
cottage's design, plus gives a primer on basic elements of cottage style."- Orlando SentinelFrom
the Inside Flap"Cottage: America's Favorite Home Inside and Out celebrates the romance and
simplicity that give cottage homes their endless appeal. With inspiring locations, colorful
gardens, cozy interiors, and intriguing nooks and crannies, the 24 cottages featured in this
unique collection are sure to delight with equal measures of charm and diversity. Illustrated with
spectacular photographs and watercolor drawings, the cottages span the country from Florida to
the Pacific Northwest, with stops along the way at a converted schoolhouse in Missouri, a prefab
cottage in Wisconsin, a straw-bale cottage in California, and a cottage community in
Washington state.Whether new or remodeled, permanent home or weekend getaway, each of
the cottages is intimately scaled, seamlessly linked to the landscape, and brimming with
personal detail...all good reasons why the cottage remains America's favorite home, inside and



out."Cottages delight our eyes, warm our hearts, and soothe our souls. The fact is, at some point
in our lives we all need them. If there's a cottage in your future, you'll find an abundance of
inspiration and information in this book. No way will you get to the last page without have
sketched out plans for your own 'someday' cottage!" --Jim Tolpin, Author of "The New Cottage
Home, contributing editor, "Cottage Living magazineAbout the AuthorLandscape architect M.
Caren Connolly and architect Louis Wasserman, both graduates of Harvard's School of Design,
share a passion for American design and an architectural studio in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Their
previous books include two volumes in the "Updating Classic America" series: "Bungalows" and
"Ranches."Read more
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BOOK OFFERS THE BEST THAT NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE AND blood type science have
to offer in the prevention and treatment of cancer. It has been a collaborative process, and I want
to express my deep thanks to the people who have been involved in its creation.I am most
grateful to Martha Mosko D’Adamo, not only my partner in life and in parenting, but also my
partner in bringing the valuable wisdom about blood type to the world. Martha daily provides
love, support, insight, and inspiration to all of my endeavors.Catherine Whitney, my writer, and
her partner, Paul Krafin, are invaluable word masters who have once again captured exactly the
right tone in tackling this complex topic.My literary agent and friend, Janis Vallely, always takes
time to listen and advise. Her quiet guidance and personal support make the work possible.I
would also like to acknowledge others who have made significant contributions to this book: my
colleague Bronner Handwerger, N.D., whose research and clinical abilities helped make this
book comprehensive and practical; Heidi Merritt, who continues to make an important
contribution to the work; John Harris, who helped immeasurably with the fact checking; and
Catherine’s agent, Jane Dystel, who provided advice and support.Amy Hertz, my editor at
Riverhead/Putnam, has been the force behind the success of all the blood type books, and she
continues to guide my work with dedication and skill.As always, I am extremely grateful to the
wonderful staff at Riverhead Books and Putnam. They have been tireless and enthusiastic, and
their efforts have made it possible to continue bringing this important work to the market.PETER
J. D’ADAMO, N.D.INTRODUCTIONNew Tools to Fight CancerEVERY ONCE IN A WHILE I
HEAR AN ANECDOTE FROM A PATIENT in my clinic that makes a lasting impression. Since
you’ve picked up a book on how to fight cancer with the Blood Type Diet, let me share a story
that has stayed with me.Several years ago, one of my favorite patients, who was battling breast
cancer, came to the clinic for an examination. “Doc, I had an interesting experience at the cancer
center the other day,” she said. “As you know, I go to the weekly breast cancer support group.
About halfway through our last meeting, a figure hurried past the door and then stopped and did
a double take. I recognized him as the head radiation oncologist. He is also a brilliant researcher
and originally trained in Asia. Very no-nonsense. Anyway, he walked into the room and pointed to
the copy of Eat Right 4 Your Type I was holding. I always take it to the meetings. ‘Very good book.
Very important book,’ he said. Well, I have been so used to having my doctors roll their eyes
when I bring up the subject of your research, I just had to ask him what prompted his display of
enthusiasm. ‘Oh,’ he exclaimed, ‘very simple. Last few people in cancer groups always waving
that book.’ ”THE BLOOD TYPE DIET can benefit everyone. You don’t have to be sick to see the



effects. But most of the people who come to my clinic or contact my Web site are dealing with a
serious chronic disease or have received a distressing medical diagnosis. They want to know
how they can hone the general guidelines of the Blood Type Diet to target their illness. Dr. Peter
J. D’Adamo’s Eat Right 4 Your Type Health Library has been introduced with these people in
mind.Cancer: Fight It with the Blood Type Diet allows you to take full advantage of the medicinal
benefits of eating and living according to your blood type. If you think of the standard Blood Type
Diet as the foundation, the guidelines in this book provide a more targeted overlay for people
who want to act aggressively to achieve maximum health, prevent cancer, or treat precancerous
or cancerous conditions. These dietary and lifestyle adaptations, individualized by blood type,
supply additional ammunition to your disease-fighting arsenal. Specifically, they can activate
your blood type’s immune system protective function to ward off carcinogens, eliminate
dangerous toxins, and destroy aberrant cancer cells. In the process, they will give you the
strength and energy you need to fight your way back to good health.Here’s what you’ll find that’s
new:• A disease-fighting category of blood type-specific food values, the Super Beneficials,
emphasizing foods that have medicinal properties in strengthening your immune system and
killing cancer cells.• A disease-specific breakdown of the Neutral category to limit foods that are
known to have less nutritional value, or that may exacerbate your condition. Foods designated
Neutral: Allowed Infrequently should be minimized or avoided by people with cancer, or who
have pre-cancerous conditions. That means consuming them no more than once or twice a
month. To increase your level of compliance, avoid them altogether.• Detailed Supplement
Protocols for each blood type that are calibrated to support you at every stage. They include a
Cancer Prevention-Immune Enhancing Protocol and three adjunct protocols for Chemotherapy
treatments, Radiation treatments, and Surgery Recovery.• A 4 Week Plan for getting started that
emphasizes what you can do immediately to boost your immunity and feel better right away.•
Plus: many strategies for success, quizzes, checklists, and the answers to the questions most
frequently asked about cancer at my clinic.The chemistry of blood type continues to provide
important clues to the biological and genetic mechanisms that control health and disease. In
more than twenty-five years of research and clinical practice, I have successfully treated
thousands of patients with cancer or pre-cancerous conditions using the Blood Type Diet.
Increasingly, medical doctors and naturopaths throughout the world are applying the blood type
principles in their practices with remarkable results.I urge you to talk to your physician about the
benefits of incorporating individualized, blood type-specific diet, exercise, and lifestyle strategies
into your current plan. I am confident that using the guidelines in this book will start you on the
road to health. Take the step now, and use your blood type to your best advantage.QUIZWhat’s
Your Blood Type Cancer Risk?Blood Type O Quiz Are You Cancer-Prone?General FactorsThe
following factors are known to contribute to an individual’s overall cancer risk. Answer yes or no
to each question.Blood Type O-Specific FactorsThe following factors are known to specifically
influence Blood Type O’s risk for compromised immunity. Answer yes or no to each
question.Scoring: Give yourself 2 points for each “yes” answer in the general factors list, and 1



point for each “yes” answer in the blood type list. Your score is based on the total.18-27: High
Risk You have a very high risk of developing a cancerous condition, and need to act now to
address the factors you can control. Review the items marked “yes.” Some, such as your age
and family history, are beyond your control. However, your high score indicates that there are
major areas that you can change.11-17: Moderate Risk You are in the danger zone for cancer. If
you make some changes now to strengthen your immunity, you can achieve a strong, cancer-
fighting condition. Review the items marked “yes,” paying special attention to those related to
diet, exercise, and lifestyle. Determine that you are going to take immediate action to address
those areas.0-10: Low Risk Your risk is not particularly severe, but cancer can derive from only
one or two factors. Keep your immune system in fighting shape by following the Blood Type O
Diet and lifestyle plan.Blood Type A Quiz Are You Cancer-Prone?General FactorsThe following
factors are known to contribute to an individual’s overall cancer risk. Answer yes or no to each
question.Blood Type A-Specific FactorsThe following factors are known to specifically influence
Blood Type A’s risk for compromised immunity. Answer yes or no to each question.Scoring: Give
yourself 2 points for each “yes” answer in the general factors list, and 1 point for each “yes”
answer in the blood type list. Your score is based on the total.18-28: High Risk You have a very
high risk of developing a cancerous condition, and need to act now to address the factors you
can control. Review the items marked “yes.” Some, such as your age and family history, are
beyond your control. However, your high score indicates that there are major areas that you can
change.11-17: Moderate Risk You are in the danger zone for cancer. If you make some changes
now to strengthen your immunity, you can achieve a strong, cancer-fighting condition. Review
the items marked “yes,” paying special attention to those related to diet, exercise, and lifestyle.
Determine that you are going to take immediate action to address those areas.0-10: Low Risk
Your risk is not particularly severe, but cancer can derive from only one or two factors. Keep your
immune system in fighting shape by following the Blood Type A Diet and lifestyle plan.Blood
Type B Quiz Are You Cancer-Prone?General FactorsThe following factors are known to
contribute to an individual’s overall cancer risk. Answer yes or no to each question.Blood Type B-
Specific FactorsThe following factors are known to specifically influence Blood Type B’s risk for
compromised immunity. Answer yes or no to each question.Scoring: Give yourself 2 points for
each “yes” answer in the general factors list, and 1 point for each “yes” answer in the blood type
list. Your score is based on the total.18-27: High Risk You have a very high risk of developing a
cancerous condition, and need to act now to address the factors you can control. Review the
items marked “yes.” Some, such as your age and family history, are beyond your control.
However, your high score indicates that there are major areas that you can change.11-17:
Moderate Risk You are in the danger zone for cancer. If you make some changes now to
strengthen your immunity, you can achieve a strong, cancer-fighting condition. Review the items
marked “yes,” paying special attention to those related to diet, exercise, and lifestyle. Determine
that you are going to take immediate action to address those areas.0-10: Low Risk Your risk is
not particularly severe, but cancer can derive from only one or two factors. Keep your immune



system in fighting shape by following the Blood Type B Diet and lifestyle plan.Blood Type AB
Quiz Are You Cancer-Prone?General FactorsThe following factors are known to contribute to an
individual’s overall cancer risk. Answer yes or no to each question.Blood Type AB-Specific
FactorsThe following factors are known to specifically influence Blood Type AB’s risk for
compromised immunity. Answer yes or no to each question.Scoring: Give yourself 2 points for
each “yes” answer in the general factors list, and 1 point for each “yes” answer in the blood type
list. Your score is based on the total.18-27: High Risk You have a very high risk of developing a
cancerous condition, and need to act now to address the factors you can control. Review the
items marked “yes.” Some, such as your age and family history, are beyond your control.
However, your high score indicates that there are major areas that you can change.11-17:
Moderate Risk You are in the danger zone for cancer. If you make some changes now to
strengthen your immunity, you can achieve a strong, cancer-fighting condition. Review the items
marked “yes,” paying special attention to those related to diet, exercise, and lifestyle. Determine
that you are going to take immediate action to address those areas.0-10: Low Risk Your risk is
not particularly severe, but cancer can derive from only one or two factors. Keep your immune
system in fighting shape by following the Blood Type AB Diet and lifestyle plan.PART IBlood
Type and Cancer: A Basic PrimerONEThe Dynamics of Cancer and Blood TypeTHIS IS A
BOOK ABOUT HOPE—NOT A WORD OFTEN HEARD IN reference to cancer. Indeed, there
are few moments that stir such profound dread in people’s hearts as the moment when they get
the news the news that they have cancer. In spite of our vast medical and technological
advances, cancer still humbles us with its incredible complexity and thousands of different
manifestations. My own mother died of breast cancer; her strong will and hardy Spanish
constitution couldn’t save her.Thirty years ago, when the United States declared its War on
Cancer, most people couldn’t even begin to comprehend the enemy we faced. Imagine going to
war with a foe that is everywhere and nowhere all at once, that is invisible until the moment it
launches a deadly strike, that is capable of playing dead, sometimes for years, before springing
back to life, more virulent than ever, that is indiscriminate in its territorial siege, that in the blink of
an eye, can summon a million fresh troops to any given battlefront.Today we’ve entered a new
century, having lost most of the battles in this war. In the United States alone, 500,000 people
will die from some form of cancer this year. Cancer accounts for one out of every five deaths.
Although the risk of a few types of cancer has declined dramatically in developed countries, the
incidence of the most significant forms of the disease has increased. Breast, prostate, colon,
rectal, and lung cancers have all become more common. Researchers have suggested that
many factors under our control—such as cigarette smoking, unhealthful dietary habits, and
exposure to chemicals—are partially to blame. Our most prized modern conveniences, from
drugs to cellular telephones, have also been targeted as cancer promoters. Epidemiologists
have said that environmental and lifestyle factors may account for as many as 75 percent of all
cancers.This is where the hope comes in. Recent advances in the molecular biology of cancer,
stemming from the study of cancer-causing viruses (oncoviruses) and transforming DNA, are



providing new breakthroughs every day. There are many promising investigations in the works,
studying cancer-forming genes (oncogenes) and cellular pathways involved in the dynamics of
viral, chemical, and physical carcinogenesis.Our understanding of the mechanisms of cancer is
far more sophisticated than it was even a decade ago. Indeed, it is this understanding that opens
so many possibilities. Knowledge is power in the fight against cancer, and that knowledge is no
longer relegated to the laboratory.If you are reading this book, you have chosen to join in the
fight. And you have a very powerful ally: your blood type.Blood Type: The Guardian of
ImmunityBLOOD TYPE plays a prominent role in determining who gets cancer and who doesn’t,
as well as the survival rates of cancer patients. That’s because your blood type is integral to the
health of your immune system. The job of the immune system is to protect against invasive
elements, such as carcinogens. It does this through a process of identifying “self ” (your own
body) and destroying “non-self ” (everything else). This is a critical distinction; without it your
immune system could attack your own tissues by mistake or allow a dangerous organism
access to vital areas of your body. In spite of all its complexity, the immune system boils down to
two basic functions: recognizing “us” and killing “them.”To accomplish this, nature has endowed
our immune systems with very sophisticated methods to detect foreign substances in the body.
One method involves looking for chemical markers, called antigens, which are found on the cells
of our bodies and on most other living things. Any substance can be an antigen; the only
requirement is that it be unique enough to allow the immune system an opportunity to determine
if it is “self ” or “non-self.” When the immune system evaluates an unknown antigen and
recognizes it as part of the body, it is welcomed as safe and friendly. If not, it is designated as an
intruder and appropriately dealt with. At least a million different substances may provoke
immune responses.All life forms have individualized antigens that form a part of their chemical
fingerprint. Among the many antigens in your body is one that determines your blood type, and
when your immune system sizes up a suspicious character, one of the first things it looks for is
whether the suspect in question has any similarity to your blood type antigen. Blood type
antigens are not unique to humans, or even to animals with blood-streams. They’re also very
common on a host of microorganisms, such as bacteria, viruses, and parasites. When your
immune system encounters a microorganism that is not similar to your blood type antigen, it
creates antibodies against it to try to destroy it. The immune cells that make the antibodies will
retain a “memory” of the microorganism and will recognize and destroy it much more easily if it is
encountered again.The type of antibodies we make against things like the common cold or
foods that we are allergic to are simple “taglike” molecules that attach to the bad guys and signal
to the scavenger cells of the immune system that they should come over and kill the invader.
These antibodies (called IgG) do not actually kill the invaders, they just identify them. The white
blood cells must do the killing.The antibodies we make against other blood types are actually
induced early in life by bacteria and sometimes by the foods we eat. These anti-blood type
antibodies are different from the IgG antibodies previously discussed; they can destroy foreign
microbes and allergens by themselves and require no assistance from the body’s white blood



cells. The lethal nature of these anti-blood type antibodies (known as isohemmaglutinins) is the
reason mismatched blood transfusions typically lead to death.When an anti-blood type antibody
encounters a foreign antigen, a reaction called agglutination occurs. This means that the
antibody attaches to the antigen and makes it very sticky. When cells, viruses, parasites, and
bacteria are agglutinated, they stick together and “clump up,” which makes the job of their
disposal all the easier. As microbes must rely on their slippery powers of evasion, this is a very
powerful defense mechanism. It is rather like handcuffing criminals together; they become far
less dangerous than when allowed to move around freely.Blood Type O carries anti-A and anti-B
antibodies, and rejects anything with an A- or B-like antigen. Blood Type A carries anti-B
antibodies, and Blood Type B carries anti-A antibodies. Only Blood Type AB carries no anti-
blood type antibodies, which is why Blood Type AB individuals can receive blood transfusions
from anybody.The Antigen-Antibody DynamicSecretors and Non-SecretorsAlthough everyone
carries a blood type antigen on their blood cells, about 80 percent of the population also
secretes blood type antigens into body fluids, such as saliva, mucus, and sperm. These people
are called secretors. The 20 percent of the population that does not secrete blood type antigens
into body fluids are called non-secretors.Since blood type antigens are crucial to immune
defense, the implications of being unable to secrete them into body fluids can place non-
secretors at a disadvantage. In general, non-secretors are far more likely to suffer from immune
diseases than secretors. (For more information about health factors associated with your
secretor status, refer to Live Right 4 Your Type and The Complete Blood Type
Encyclopedia.)Blood Type and CancerLIKE A MODERN CITY, which could not function without
its specialized members, such as sanitation workers, police, and shopkeepers, your body can
only function properly if there are adequate numbers of very specialized cells, each with its
particular part to play. These specialized cells are called “differentiated” because they have the
same characteristics as all other cells of that cell type. Hair cells look very much like other hair
cells, and when they reproduce, they make other hair cells. In this nicely ordered way of things,
life goes on.However, what happens when a cell bucks City Hall? What if a muscle cell decides
it would rather be a nerve cell, or a fingernail cell? Now we’re talking anarchy.The body goes to
great trouble to keep cells differentiated, since the loss of this control is the first step in a process
of cellular anarchy that can eventually lead to malignancy.Blood type antigens are intimately
involved with the process of differentiation. Their production is regulated in the blood vessel cells
of the fetal organs, and they are believed to be responsible for specifying the location of future
blood vessels in the burgeoning organs, where they serve as differentiation markers. This critical
embryonic function is probably the single most important reason that blood type antigens
appear and disappear in tissues that are about to go aggressively malignant and metastasize,
since cancer cells behave much like embryonic cells in fetal organs.Since the blood type
antigens are needed for cell differentiation, the loss of these antigens results in the tumor cells
gaining the ability to move and circulate through the body. This link between blood type and cell
adherence is probably as elemental to the development of cancer as it is to life itself. A growing



fetus needs the ability to spawn new organs and to generate a sufficient blood supply to support
them, and the loss of blood type allows for this migration of embryonic cells to the sites of future
organs and blood vessels. In malignancy, however, the loss of blood type means migration of an
uncontrolled sort—metastasis.Tissues and organs that do not normally manufacture blood type
antigens will show the reverse effect. They will gain blood type antigens when they turn
cancerous. In some cancers, such as the thyroid and colon, changes taking place in the blood
type antigen expression in one organ will influence the expression of blood type antigens in
another.Blood Type and Tumor MarkersMany malignant cells, such as those found in breast and
stomach cancer, develop a tumor marker called the Thomsen-Friedenreich (T) antigen, which
has a structural similarity to the A antigen. The T antigen is suppressed in normal healthy cells,
much like a rock that is covered by water at high tide. The T antigen only becomes
unsuppressed as a cell moves toward malignancy, much as a covered rock becomes uncovered
as the tide moves out. It is so rare to find the T antigen uncovered in healthy tissue that we
actually have antibodies against it. It is even rarer to find a Tn antigen (a less well-developed T)
on a healthy cell.It has been estimated that T and Tn antigens are expressed and uncovered in
about 90 percent of all cancers and some leukemias. Well-differentiated cancers usually have a
preponderance of T antigens and less of the Tn antigens. However, as a cancer cell becomes
poorly differentiated, Tn antigen expression predominates. One of the functions of these T and
Tn antigens is to promote cancer cell adhesion—the ability of cancer cells to stick to other cells,
including healthy cells.The good news is that everyone has pre-existing anti-T and anti-Tn
antibodies, or a built-in immune system response against cells with these markers. These anti-T
and anti-Tn antibodies are primarily induced by your intestinal flora. Your blood type will often
influence the amount and activity of these antibodies against T and Tn antigens. Not
surprisingly, Blood Types A and AB individuals have the least aggressive antibody immune
response against the T and Tn antigens, because of their structural similarity to the A antigen.
Their immune systems are more easily fooled by the A-like invaders.The secretion of the A
antigen in stomach cancer is not limited to Blood Type A individuals. Large amounts of A antigen
have also been observed in the less common stomach tumors of Blood Types B and O. It
appears that the progression of stomach cells to stomach cancer involves a mutation of the
blood type gene, resulting in production of the A antigen, even if this is not the person’s blood
type.The rare instances in which a blood type has been known to change from one type to
another are typically at the extreme end of a long fight against a cancer. It appears that as a last
resort, the body attempts to further distance itself from the cancer by “adopting” a different blood
type. All recorded cases where a blood type was altered in the course of a malignancy involved
the adoption of a B-like antigen in a cancer patient who was Blood Type A. It has also been
noted many times that cancer patients who receive blood transfusions do not fare as well as
patients who do not. Perhaps the need to adjust to slight differences in the transfused blood
derails some of the blood type-based immune responses normally in effect.Cancer’s Warning
SignsThe best method of cancer control is early detection and treatment. Know cancer’s seven



warning signals:1. A change in bowel or bladder habits2. A sore that does not heal3. Unusual
bleeding or discharge4. A thickening or lump in the breast or elsewhere5. Indigestion or difficulty
swallowing6. Obvious change in a wart or mole7. Nagging cough or hoarsenessThese signs
indicate an immediate need for medical attention. Remember, cancer begins small and, if
unchecked, spreads. Cancers in their early stages have the best chance for cure. Pain is a late
symptom—don’t wait for it.Even so, being Blood Type O or B and being capable of attacking A-
like things, such as cancer cells, gives these blood types a considerable advantage.Blood Itself
—Another LinkThe A-like cancer hypothesis is a strong one, well supported in the literature.
Another Blood Type A biological trait that conveys susceptibility to malignancy is a “thicker”
blood and tendency toward clotting.Cancer cells often hitch a ride on circulating platelets as they
begin to metastasize. Von Willebrand Factor (vWF) and Factor VIII are serum proteins that are a
sort of molecular glue that platelets use to attach to blood-clotting proteins along the lining of the
blood vessels. Aberrant platelet glycoproteins need it to bind to cancer cells. Plasma specimens
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IMPORTANT NOTE: This book is not intended as a substitute for the medical recommendations
of physicians or other health-care providers. Rather, it is intended to offer information to help the
reader cooperate with physicians and health professionals in a mutual quest for optimum well-
being. All matters regarding your health require medical supervision. Neither the author nor the
publisher shall be liable or responsible for any loss or damage allegedly arising from any
information or suggestion in this book.The recipes contained in this book are to be followed
exactly as written. Neither the publisher nor the author is responsible for an individual reader’s
health or allergy needs that may require medical supervision.The publisher and author are not
responsible for any goods and/or services offered or referred to in this book and expressly
disclaim all liability in connection with the fulfillment of orders for any such goods and/or services
and for any damage, loss, or expense to person or property arising out of or relating to
them.While the author has made every effort to provide accurate telephone numbers and
Internet addresses at the time of publication, neither the publisher nor the author assumes any
responsibility for errors, or for changes that occur after publication.AN IMPORTANT NOTE: This
book is not intended as a substitute for the medical recommendations of physicians or other
health-care providers. Rather, it is intended to offer information to help the reader cooperate with
physicians and health professionals in a mutual quest for optimum well-being. All matters
regarding your health require medical supervision. Neither the author nor the publisher shall be
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publisher nor the author is responsible for an individual reader’s health or allergy needs that may
require medical supervision.The publisher and author are not responsible for any goods and/or
services offered or referred to in this book and expressly disclaim all liability in connection with
the fulfillment of orders for any such goods and/or services and for any damage, loss, or
expense to person or property arising out of or relating to them.While the author has made every
effort to provide accurate telephone numbers and Internet addresses at the time of publication,
neither the publisher nor the author assumes any responsibility for errors, or for changes that
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this important work to the market.PETER J. D’ADAMO, N.D.INTRODUCTIONNew Tools to Fight
CancerEVERY ONCE IN A WHILE I HEAR AN ANECDOTE FROM A PATIENT in my clinic that
makes a lasting impression. Since you’ve picked up a book on how to fight cancer with the Blood
Type Diet, let me share a story that has stayed with me.Several years ago, one of my favorite
patients, who was battling breast cancer, came to the clinic for an examination. “Doc, I had an
interesting experience at the cancer center the other day,” she said. “As you know, I go to the
weekly breast cancer support group. About halfway through our last meeting, a figure hurried
past the door and then stopped and did a double take. I recognized him as the head radiation
oncologist. He is also a brilliant researcher and originally trained in Asia. Very no-nonsense.
Anyway, he walked into the room and pointed to the copy of Eat Right 4 Your Type I was holding.
I always take it to the meetings. ‘Very good book. Very important book,’ he said. Well, I have been
so used to having my doctors roll their eyes when I bring up the subject of your research, I just



had to ask him what prompted his display of enthusiasm. ‘Oh,’ he exclaimed, ‘very simple. Last
few people in cancer groups always waving that book.’ ”THE BLOOD TYPE DIET can benefit
everyone. You don’t have to be sick to see the effects. But most of the people who come to my
clinic or contact my Web site are dealing with a serious chronic disease or have received a
distressing medical diagnosis. They want to know how they can hone the general guidelines of
the Blood Type Diet to target their illness. Dr. Peter J. D’Adamo’s Eat Right 4 Your Type Health
Library has been introduced with these people in mind.Cancer: Fight It with the Blood Type Diet
allows you to take full advantage of the medicinal benefits of eating and living according to your
blood type. If you think of the standard Blood Type Diet as the foundation, the guidelines in this
book provide a more targeted overlay for people who want to act aggressively to achieve
maximum health, prevent cancer, or treat precancerous or cancerous conditions. These dietary
and lifestyle adaptations, individualized by blood type, supply additional ammunition to your
disease-fighting arsenal. Specifically, they can activate your blood type’s immune system
protective function to ward off carcinogens, eliminate dangerous toxins, and destroy aberrant
cancer cells. In the process, they will give you the strength and energy you need to fight your
way back to good health.Here’s what you’ll find that’s new:• A disease-fighting category of blood
type-specific food values, the Super Beneficials, emphasizing foods that have medicinal
properties in strengthening your immune system and killing cancer cells.• A disease-specific
breakdown of the Neutral category to limit foods that are known to have less nutritional value, or
that may exacerbate your condition. Foods designated Neutral: Allowed Infrequently should be
minimized or avoided by people with cancer, or who have pre-cancerous conditions. That means
consuming them no more than once or twice a month. To increase your level of compliance,
avoid them altogether.• Detailed Supplement Protocols for each blood type that are calibrated to
support you at every stage. They include a Cancer Prevention-Immune Enhancing Protocol and
three adjunct protocols for Chemotherapy treatments, Radiation treatments, and Surgery
Recovery.• A 4 Week Plan for getting started that emphasizes what you can do immediately to
boost your immunity and feel better right away.• Plus: many strategies for success, quizzes,
checklists, and the answers to the questions most frequently asked about cancer at my
clinic.The chemistry of blood type continues to provide important clues to the biological and
genetic mechanisms that control health and disease. In more than twenty-five years of research
and clinical practice, I have successfully treated thousands of patients with cancer or pre-
cancerous conditions using the Blood Type Diet. Increasingly, medical doctors and naturopaths
throughout the world are applying the blood type principles in their practices with remarkable
results.I urge you to talk to your physician about the benefits of incorporating individualized,
blood type-specific diet, exercise, and lifestyle strategies into your current plan. I am confident
that using the guidelines in this book will start you on the road to health. Take the step now, and
use your blood type to your best advantage.INTRODUCTIONNew Tools to Fight CancerEVERY
ONCE IN A WHILE I HEAR AN ANECDOTE FROM A PATIENT in my clinic that makes a lasting
impression. Since you’ve picked up a book on how to fight cancer with the Blood Type Diet, let



me share a story that has stayed with me.Several years ago, one of my favorite patients, who
was battling breast cancer, came to the clinic for an examination. “Doc, I had an interesting
experience at the cancer center the other day,” she said. “As you know, I go to the weekly breast
cancer support group. About halfway through our last meeting, a figure hurried past the door and
then stopped and did a double take. I recognized him as the head radiation oncologist. He is
also a brilliant researcher and originally trained in Asia. Very no-nonsense. Anyway, he walked
into the room and pointed to the copy of Eat Right 4 Your Type I was holding. I always take it to
the meetings. ‘Very good book. Very important book,’ he said. Well, I have been so used to
having my doctors roll their eyes when I bring up the subject of your research, I just had to ask
him what prompted his display of enthusiasm. ‘Oh,’ he exclaimed, ‘very simple. Last few people
in cancer groups always waving that book.’ ”THE BLOOD TYPE DIET can benefit everyone. You
don’t have to be sick to see the effects. But most of the people who come to my clinic or contact
my Web site are dealing with a serious chronic disease or have received a distressing medical
diagnosis. They want to know how they can hone the general guidelines of the Blood Type Diet
to target their illness. Dr. Peter J. D’Adamo’s Eat Right 4 Your Type Health Library has been
introduced with these people in mind.Cancer: Fight It with the Blood Type Diet allows you to take
full advantage of the medicinal benefits of eating and living according to your blood type. If you
think of the standard Blood Type Diet as the foundation, the guidelines in this book provide a
more targeted overlay for people who want to act aggressively to achieve maximum health,
prevent cancer, or treat precancerous or cancerous conditions. These dietary and lifestyle
adaptations, individualized by blood type, supply additional ammunition to your disease-fighting
arsenal. Specifically, they can activate your blood type’s immune system protective function to
ward off carcinogens, eliminate dangerous toxins, and destroy aberrant cancer cells. In the
process, they will give you the strength and energy you need to fight your way back to good
health.Here’s what you’ll find that’s new:• A disease-fighting category of blood type-specific food
values, the Super Beneficials, emphasizing foods that have medicinal properties in
strengthening your immune system and killing cancer cells.• A disease-specific breakdown of
the Neutral category to limit foods that are known to have less nutritional value, or that may
exacerbate your condition. Foods designated Neutral: Allowed Infrequently should be minimized
or avoided by people with cancer, or who have pre-cancerous conditions. That means
consuming them no more than once or twice a month. To increase your level of compliance,
avoid them altogether.• Detailed Supplement Protocols for each blood type that are calibrated to
support you at every stage. They include a Cancer Prevention-Immune Enhancing Protocol and
three adjunct protocols for Chemotherapy treatments, Radiation treatments, and Surgery
Recovery.• A 4 Week Plan for getting started that emphasizes what you can do immediately to
boost your immunity and feel better right away.• Plus: many strategies for success, quizzes,
checklists, and the answers to the questions most frequently asked about cancer at my
clinic.The chemistry of blood type continues to provide important clues to the biological and
genetic mechanisms that control health and disease. In more than twenty-five years of research



and clinical practice, I have successfully treated thousands of patients with cancer or pre-
cancerous conditions using the Blood Type Diet. Increasingly, medical doctors and naturopaths
throughout the world are applying the blood type principles in their practices with remarkable
results.I urge you to talk to your physician about the benefits of incorporating individualized,
blood type-specific diet, exercise, and lifestyle strategies into your current plan. I am confident
that using the guidelines in this book will start you on the road to health. Take the step now, and
use your blood type to your best advantage.QUIZWhat’s Your Blood Type Cancer Risk?Blood
Type O Quiz Are You Cancer-Prone?General FactorsThe following factors are known to
contribute to an individual’s overall cancer risk. Answer yes or no to each question.Blood Type O-
Specific FactorsThe following factors are known to specifically influence Blood Type O’s risk for
compromised immunity. Answer yes or no to each question.Scoring: Give yourself 2 points for
each “yes” answer in the general factors list, and 1 point for each “yes” answer in the blood type
list. Your score is based on the total.18-27: High Risk You have a very high risk of developing a
cancerous condition, and need to act now to address the factors you can control. Review the
items marked “yes.” Some, such as your age and family history, are beyond your control.
However, your high score indicates that there are major areas that you can change.11-17:
Moderate Risk You are in the danger zone for cancer. If you make some changes now to
strengthen your immunity, you can achieve a strong, cancer-fighting condition. Review the items
marked “yes,” paying special attention to those related to diet, exercise, and lifestyle. Determine
that you are going to take immediate action to address those areas.0-10: Low Risk Your risk is
not particularly severe, but cancer can derive from only one or two factors. Keep your immune
system in fighting shape by following the Blood Type O Diet and lifestyle plan.Blood Type A Quiz
Are You Cancer-Prone?General FactorsThe following factors are known to contribute to an
individual’s overall cancer risk. Answer yes or no to each question.Blood Type A-Specific
FactorsThe following factors are known to specifically influence Blood Type A’s risk for
compromised immunity. Answer yes or no to each question.Scoring: Give yourself 2 points for
each “yes” answer in the general factors list, and 1 point for each “yes” answer in the blood type
list. Your score is based on the total.18-28: High Risk You have a very high risk of developing a
cancerous condition, and need to act now to address the factors you can control. Review the
items marked “yes.” Some, such as your age and family history, are beyond your control.
However, your high score indicates that there are major areas that you can change.11-17:
Moderate Risk You are in the danger zone for cancer. If you make some changes now to
strengthen your immunity, you can achieve a strong, cancer-fighting condition. Review the items
marked “yes,” paying special attention to those related to diet, exercise, and lifestyle. Determine
that you are going to take immediate action to address those areas.0-10: Low Risk Your risk is
not particularly severe, but cancer can derive from only one or two factors. Keep your immune
system in fighting shape by following the Blood Type A Diet and lifestyle plan.Blood Type B Quiz
Are You Cancer-Prone?General FactorsThe following factors are known to contribute to an
individual’s overall cancer risk. Answer yes or no to each question.Blood Type B-Specific



FactorsThe following factors are known to specifically influence Blood Type B’s risk for
compromised immunity. Answer yes or no to each question.Scoring: Give yourself 2 points for
each “yes” answer in the general factors list, and 1 point for each “yes” answer in the blood type
list. Your score is based on the total.18-27: High Risk You have a very high risk of developing a
cancerous condition, and need to act now to address the factors you can control. Review the
items marked “yes.” Some, such as your age and family history, are beyond your control.
However, your high score indicates that there are major areas that you can change.11-17:
Moderate Risk You are in the danger zone for cancer. If you make some changes now to
strengthen your immunity, you can achieve a strong, cancer-fighting condition. Review the items
marked “yes,” paying special attention to those related to diet, exercise, and lifestyle. Determine
that you are going to take immediate action to address those areas.0-10: Low Risk Your risk is
not particularly severe, but cancer can derive from only one or two factors. Keep your immune
system in fighting shape by following the Blood Type B Diet and lifestyle plan.Blood Type AB
Quiz Are You Cancer-Prone?General FactorsThe following factors are known to contribute to an
individual’s overall cancer risk. Answer yes or no to each question.Blood Type AB-Specific
FactorsThe following factors are known to specifically influence Blood Type AB’s risk for
compromised immunity. Answer yes or no to each question.Scoring: Give yourself 2 points for
each “yes” answer in the general factors list, and 1 point for each “yes” answer in the blood type
list. Your score is based on the total.18-27: High Risk You have a very high risk of developing a
cancerous condition, and need to act now to address the factors you can control. Review the
items marked “yes.” Some, such as your age and family history, are beyond your control.
However, your high score indicates that there are major areas that you can change.11-17:
Moderate Risk You are in the danger zone for cancer. If you make some changes now to
strengthen your immunity, you can achieve a strong, cancer-fighting condition. Review the items
marked “yes,” paying special attention to those related to diet, exercise, and lifestyle. Determine
that you are going to take immediate action to address those areas.0-10: Low Risk Your risk is
not particularly severe, but cancer can derive from only one or two factors. Keep your immune
system in fighting shape by following the Blood Type AB Diet and lifestyle plan.QUIZWhat’s Your
Blood Type Cancer Risk?Blood Type O Quiz Are You Cancer-Prone?General FactorsThe
following factors are known to contribute to an individual’s overall cancer risk. Answer yes or no
to each question.Blood Type O-Specific FactorsThe following factors are known to specifically
influence Blood Type O’s risk for compromised immunity. Answer yes or no to each
question.Scoring: Give yourself 2 points for each “yes” answer in the general factors list, and 1
point for each “yes” answer in the blood type list. Your score is based on the total.18-27: High
Risk You have a very high risk of developing a cancerous condition, and need to act now to
address the factors you can control. Review the items marked “yes.” Some, such as your age
and family history, are beyond your control. However, your high score indicates that there are
major areas that you can change.11-17: Moderate Risk You are in the danger zone for cancer. If
you make some changes now to strengthen your immunity, you can achieve a strong, cancer-



fighting condition. Review the items marked “yes,” paying special attention to those related to
diet, exercise, and lifestyle. Determine that you are going to take immediate action to address
those areas.0-10: Low Risk Your risk is not particularly severe, but cancer can derive from only
one or two factors. Keep your immune system in fighting shape by following the Blood Type O
Diet and lifestyle plan.Blood Type A Quiz Are You Cancer-Prone?General FactorsThe following
factors are known to contribute to an individual’s overall cancer risk. Answer yes or no to each
question.Blood Type A-Specific FactorsThe following factors are known to specifically influence
Blood Type A’s risk for compromised immunity. Answer yes or no to each question.Scoring: Give
yourself 2 points for each “yes” answer in the general factors list, and 1 point for each “yes”
answer in the blood type list. Your score is based on the total.18-28: High Risk You have a very
high risk of developing a cancerous condition, and need to act now to address the factors you
can control. Review the items marked “yes.” Some, such as your age and family history, are
beyond your control. However, your high score indicates that there are major areas that you can
change.11-17: Moderate Risk You are in the danger zone for cancer. If you make some changes
now to strengthen your immunity, you can achieve a strong, cancer-fighting condition. Review
the items marked “yes,” paying special attention to those related to diet, exercise, and lifestyle.
Determine that you are going to take immediate action to address those areas.0-10: Low Risk
Your risk is not particularly severe, but cancer can derive from only one or two factors. Keep your
immune system in fighting shape by following the Blood Type A Diet and lifestyle plan.Blood
Type B Quiz Are You Cancer-Prone?General FactorsThe following factors are known to
contribute to an individual’s overall cancer risk. Answer yes or no to each question.Blood Type B-
Specific FactorsThe following factors are known to specifically influence Blood Type B’s risk for
compromised immunity. Answer yes or no to each question.Scoring: Give yourself 2 points for
each “yes” answer in the general factors list, and 1 point for each “yes” answer in the blood type
list. Your score is based on the total.18-27: High Risk You have a very high risk of developing a
cancerous condition, and need to act now to address the factors you can control. Review the
items marked “yes.” Some, such as your age and family history, are beyond your control.
However, your high score indicates that there are major areas that you can change.11-17:
Moderate Risk You are in the danger zone for cancer. If you make some changes now to
strengthen your immunity, you can achieve a strong, cancer-fighting condition. Review the items
marked “yes,” paying special attention to those related to diet, exercise, and lifestyle. Determine
that you are going to take immediate action to address those areas.0-10: Low Risk Your risk is
not particularly severe, but cancer can derive from only one or two factors. Keep your immune
system in fighting shape by following the Blood Type B Diet and lifestyle plan.Blood Type AB
Quiz Are You Cancer-Prone?General FactorsThe following factors are known to contribute to an
individual’s overall cancer risk. Answer yes or no to each question.Blood Type AB-Specific
FactorsThe following factors are known to specifically influence Blood Type AB’s risk for
compromised immunity. Answer yes or no to each question.Scoring: Give yourself 2 points for
each “yes” answer in the general factors list, and 1 point for each “yes” answer in the blood type



list. Your score is based on the total.18-27: High Risk You have a very high risk of developing a
cancerous condition, and need to act now to address the factors you can control. Review the
items marked “yes.” Some, such as your age and family history, are beyond your control.
However, your high score indicates that there are major areas that you can change.11-17:
Moderate Risk You are in the danger zone for cancer. If you make some changes now to
strengthen your immunity, you can achieve a strong, cancer-fighting condition. Review the items
marked “yes,” paying special attention to those related to diet, exercise, and lifestyle. Determine
that you are going to take immediate action to address those areas.0-10: Low Risk Your risk is
not particularly severe, but cancer can derive from only one or two factors. Keep your immune
system in fighting shape by following the Blood Type AB Diet and lifestyle plan.PART IBlood
Type and Cancer: A Basic PrimerPART IBlood Type and Cancer: A Basic PrimerONEThe
Dynamics of Cancer and Blood TypeTHIS IS A BOOK ABOUT HOPE—NOT A WORD OFTEN
HEARD IN reference to cancer. Indeed, there are few moments that stir such profound dread in
people’s hearts as the moment when they get the news the news that they have cancer. In spite
of our vast medical and technological advances, cancer still humbles us with its incredible
complexity and thousands of different manifestations. My own mother died of breast cancer; her
strong will and hardy Spanish constitution couldn’t save her.Thirty years ago, when the United
States declared its War on Cancer, most people couldn’t even begin to comprehend the enemy
we faced. Imagine going to war with a foe that is everywhere and nowhere all at once, that is
invisible until the moment it launches a deadly strike, that is capable of playing dead, sometimes
for years, before springing back to life, more virulent than ever, that is indiscriminate in its
territorial siege, that in the blink of an eye, can summon a million fresh troops to any given
battlefront.Today we’ve entered a new century, having lost most of the battles in this war. In the
United States alone, 500,000 people will die from some form of cancer this year. Cancer
accounts for one out of every five deaths. Although the risk of a few types of cancer has declined
dramatically in developed countries, the incidence of the most significant forms of the disease
has increased. Breast, prostate, colon, rectal, and lung cancers have all become more common.
Researchers have suggested that many factors under our control—such as cigarette smoking,
unhealthful dietary habits, and exposure to chemicals—are partially to blame. Our most prized
modern conveniences, from drugs to cellular telephones, have also been targeted as cancer
promoters. Epidemiologists have said that environmental and lifestyle factors may account for as
many as 75 percent of all cancers.This is where the hope comes in. Recent advances in the
molecular biology of cancer, stemming from the study of cancer-causing viruses (oncoviruses)
and transforming DNA, are providing new breakthroughs every day. There are many promising
investigations in the works, studying cancer-forming genes (oncogenes) and cellular pathways
involved in the dynamics of viral, chemical, and physical carcinogenesis.Our understanding of
the mechanisms of cancer is far more sophisticated than it was even a decade ago. Indeed, it is
this understanding that opens so many possibilities. Knowledge is power in the fight against
cancer, and that knowledge is no longer relegated to the laboratory.If you are reading this book,



you have chosen to join in the fight. And you have a very powerful ally: your blood type.Blood
Type: The Guardian of ImmunityBLOOD TYPE plays a prominent role in determining who gets
cancer and who doesn’t, as well as the survival rates of cancer patients. That’s because your
blood type is integral to the health of your immune system. The job of the immune system is to
protect against invasive elements, such as carcinogens. It does this through a process of
identifying “self ” (your own body) and destroying “non-self ” (everything else). This is a critical
distinction; without it your immune system could attack your own tissues by mistake or allow a
dangerous organism access to vital areas of your body. In spite of all its complexity, the immune
system boils down to two basic functions: recognizing “us” and killing “them.”To accomplish this,
nature has endowed our immune systems with very sophisticated methods to detect foreign
substances in the body. One method involves looking for chemical markers, called antigens,
which are found on the cells of our bodies and on most other living things. Any substance can be
an antigen; the only requirement is that it be unique enough to allow the immune system an
opportunity to determine if it is “self ” or “non-self.” When the immune system evaluates an
unknown antigen and recognizes it as part of the body, it is welcomed as safe and friendly. If not,
it is designated as an intruder and appropriately dealt with. At least a million different substances
may provoke immune responses.All life forms have individualized antigens that form a part of
their chemical fingerprint. Among the many antigens in your body is one that determines your
blood type, and when your immune system sizes up a suspicious character, one of the first
things it looks for is whether the suspect in question has any similarity to your blood type
antigen. Blood type antigens are not unique to humans, or even to animals with blood-streams.
They’re also very common on a host of microorganisms, such as bacteria, viruses, and
parasites. When your immune system encounters a microorganism that is not similar to your
blood type antigen, it creates antibodies against it to try to destroy it. The immune cells that
make the antibodies will retain a “memory” of the microorganism and will recognize and destroy
it much more easily if it is encountered again.The type of antibodies we make against things like
the common cold or foods that we are allergic to are simple “taglike” molecules that attach to the
bad guys and signal to the scavenger cells of the immune system that they should come over
and kill the invader. These antibodies (called IgG) do not actually kill the invaders, they just
identify them. The white blood cells must do the killing.The antibodies we make against other
blood types are actually induced early in life by bacteria and sometimes by the foods we eat.
These anti-blood type antibodies are different from the IgG antibodies previously discussed;
they can destroy foreign microbes and allergens by themselves and require no assistance from
the body’s white blood cells. The lethal nature of these anti-blood type antibodies (known as
isohemmaglutinins) is the reason mismatched blood transfusions typically lead to death.When
an anti-blood type antibody encounters a foreign antigen, a reaction called agglutination occurs.
This means that the antibody attaches to the antigen and makes it very sticky. When cells,
viruses, parasites, and bacteria are agglutinated, they stick together and “clump up,” which
makes the job of their disposal all the easier. As microbes must rely on their slippery powers of



evasion, this is a very powerful defense mechanism. It is rather like handcuffing criminals
together; they become far less dangerous than when allowed to move around freely.Blood Type
O carries anti-A and anti-B antibodies, and rejects anything with an A- or B-like antigen. Blood
Type A carries anti-B antibodies, and Blood Type B carries anti-A antibodies. Only Blood Type
AB carries no anti-blood type antibodies, which is why Blood Type AB individuals can receive
blood transfusions from anybody.The Antigen-Antibody DynamicSecretors and Non-
SecretorsAlthough everyone carries a blood type antigen on their blood cells, about 80 percent
of the population also secretes blood type antigens into body fluids, such as saliva, mucus, and
sperm. These people are called secretors. The 20 percent of the population that does not
secrete blood type antigens into body fluids are called non-secretors.Since blood type antigens
are crucial to immune defense, the implications of being unable to secrete them into body fluids
can place non-secretors at a disadvantage. In general, non-secretors are far more likely to suffer
from immune diseases than secretors. (For more information about health factors associated
with your secretor status, refer to Live Right 4 Your Type and The Complete Blood Type
Encyclopedia.)Blood Type and CancerLIKE A MODERN CITY, which could not function without
its specialized members, such as sanitation workers, police, and shopkeepers, your body can
only function properly if there are adequate numbers of very specialized cells, each with its
particular part to play. These specialized cells are called “differentiated” because they have the
same characteristics as all other cells of that cell type. Hair cells look very much like other hair
cells, and when they reproduce, they make other hair cells. In this nicely ordered way of things,
life goes on.However, what happens when a cell bucks City Hall? What if a muscle cell decides
it would rather be a nerve cell, or a fingernail cell? Now we’re talking anarchy.The body goes to
great trouble to keep cells differentiated, since the loss of this control is the first step in a process
of cellular anarchy that can eventually lead to malignancy.Blood type antigens are intimately
involved with the process of differentiation. Their production is regulated in the blood vessel cells
of the fetal organs, and they are believed to be responsible for specifying the location of future
blood vessels in the burgeoning organs, where they serve as differentiation markers. This critical
embryonic function is probably the single most important reason that blood type antigens
appear and disappear in tissues that are about to go aggressively malignant and metastasize,
since cancer cells behave much like embryonic cells in fetal organs.Since the blood type
antigens are needed for cell differentiation, the loss of these antigens results in the tumor cells
gaining the ability to move and circulate through the body. This link between blood type and cell
adherence is probably as elemental to the development of cancer as it is to life itself. A growing
fetus needs the ability to spawn new organs and to generate a sufficient blood supply to support
them, and the loss of blood type allows for this migration of embryonic cells to the sites of future
organs and blood vessels. In malignancy, however, the loss of blood type means migration of an
uncontrolled sort—metastasis.Tissues and organs that do not normally manufacture blood type
antigens will show the reverse effect. They will gain blood type antigens when they turn
cancerous. In some cancers, such as the thyroid and colon, changes taking place in the blood



type antigen expression in one organ will influence the expression of blood type antigens in
another.Blood Type and Tumor MarkersMany malignant cells, such as those found in breast and
stomach cancer, develop a tumor marker called the Thomsen-Friedenreich (T) antigen, which
has a structural similarity to the A antigen. The T antigen is suppressed in normal healthy cells,
much like a rock that is covered by water at high tide. The T antigen only becomes
unsuppressed as a cell moves toward malignancy, much as a covered rock becomes uncovered
as the tide moves out. It is so rare to find the T antigen uncovered in healthy tissue that we
actually have antibodies against it. It is even rarer to find a Tn antigen (a less well-developed T)
on a healthy cell.It has been estimated that T and Tn antigens are expressed and uncovered in
about 90 percent of all cancers and some leukemias. Well-differentiated cancers usually have a
preponderance of T antigens and less of the Tn antigens. However, as a cancer cell becomes
poorly differentiated, Tn antigen expression predominates. One of the functions of these T and
Tn antigens is to promote cancer cell adhesion—the ability of cancer cells to stick to other cells,
including healthy cells.The good news is that everyone has pre-existing anti-T and anti-Tn
antibodies, or a built-in immune system response against cells with these markers. These anti-T
and anti-Tn antibodies are primarily induced by your intestinal flora. Your blood type will often
influence the amount and activity of these antibodies against T and Tn antigens. Not
surprisingly, Blood Types A and AB individuals have the least aggressive antibody immune
response against the T and Tn antigens, because of their structural similarity to the A antigen.
Their immune systems are more easily fooled by the A-like invaders.The secretion of the A
antigen in stomach cancer is not limited to Blood Type A individuals. Large amounts of A antigen
have also been observed in the less common stomach tumors of Blood Types B and O. It
appears that the progression of stomach cells to stomach cancer involves a mutation of the
blood type gene, resulting in production of the A antigen, even if this is not the person’s blood
type.The rare instances in which a blood type has been known to change from one type to
another are typically at the extreme end of a long fight against a cancer. It appears that as a last
resort, the body attempts to further distance itself from the cancer by “adopting” a different blood
type. All recorded cases where a blood type was altered in the course of a malignancy involved
the adoption of a B-like antigen in a cancer patient who was Blood Type A. It has also been
noted many times that cancer patients who receive blood transfusions do not fare as well as
patients who do not. Perhaps the need to adjust to slight differences in the transfused blood
derails some of the blood type-based immune responses normally in effect.Cancer’s Warning
SignsThe best method of cancer control is early detection and treatment. Know cancer’s seven
warning signals:1. A change in bowel or bladder habits2. A sore that does not heal3. Unusual
bleeding or discharge4. A thickening or lump in the breast or elsewhere5. Indigestion or difficulty
swallowing6. Obvious change in a wart or mole7. Nagging cough or hoarsenessThese signs
indicate an immediate need for medical attention. Remember, cancer begins small and, if
unchecked, spreads. Cancers in their early stages have the best chance for cure. Pain is a late
symptom—don’t wait for it.Even so, being Blood Type O or B and being capable of attacking A-



like things, such as cancer cells, gives these blood types a considerable advantage.Blood Itself
—Another LinkThe A-like cancer hypothesis is a strong one, well supported in the literature.
Another Blood Type A biological trait that conveys susceptibility to malignancy is a “thicker”
blood and tendency toward clotting.Cancer cells often hitch a ride on circulating platelets as they
begin to metastasize. Von Willebrand Factor (vWF) and Factor VIII are serum proteins that are a
sort of molecular glue that platelets use to attach to blood-clotting proteins along the lining of the
blood vessels. Aberrant platelet glycoproteins need it to bind to cancer cells. Plasma specimens
from patients with disseminated metastases showed that their plasma levels of von Willebrand
Factor and Factor VIII were elevated above those of normal subjects (vWF almost double).
Blood Types A and AB have naturally higher concentrations of these blood-clotting
factors.ONEThe Dynamics of Cancer and Blood TypeTHIS IS A BOOK ABOUT HOPE—NOT A
WORD OFTEN HEARD IN reference to cancer. Indeed, there are few moments that stir such
profound dread in people’s hearts as the moment when they get the news the news that they
have cancer. In spite of our vast medical and technological advances, cancer still humbles us
with its incredible complexity and thousands of different manifestations. My own mother died of
breast cancer; her strong will and hardy Spanish constitution couldn’t save her.Thirty years ago,
when the United States declared its War on Cancer, most people couldn’t even begin to
comprehend the enemy we faced. Imagine going to war with a foe that is everywhere and
nowhere all at once, that is invisible until the moment it launches a deadly strike, that is capable
of playing dead, sometimes for years, before springing back to life, more virulent than ever, that
is indiscriminate in its territorial siege, that in the blink of an eye, can summon a million fresh
troops to any given battlefront.Today we’ve entered a new century, having lost most of the
battles in this war. In the United States alone, 500,000 people will die from some form of cancer
this year. Cancer accounts for one out of every five deaths. Although the risk of a few types of
cancer has declined dramatically in developed countries, the incidence of the most significant
forms of the disease has increased. Breast, prostate, colon, rectal, and lung cancers have all
become more common. Researchers have suggested that many factors under our control—
such as cigarette smoking, unhealthful dietary habits, and exposure to chemicals—are partially
to blame. Our most prized modern conveniences, from drugs to cellular telephones, have also
been targeted as cancer promoters. Epidemiologists have said that environmental and lifestyle
factors may account for as many as 75 percent of all cancers.This is where the hope comes in.
Recent advances in the molecular biology of cancer, stemming from the study of cancer-causing
viruses (oncoviruses) and transforming DNA, are providing new breakthroughs every day. There
are many promising investigations in the works, studying cancer-forming genes (oncogenes)
and cellular pathways involved in the dynamics of viral, chemical, and physical
carcinogenesis.Our understanding of the mechanisms of cancer is far more sophisticated than it
was even a decade ago. Indeed, it is this understanding that opens so many possibilities.
Knowledge is power in the fight against cancer, and that knowledge is no longer relegated to the
laboratory.If you are reading this book, you have chosen to join in the fight. And you have a very



powerful ally: your blood type.Blood Type: The Guardian of ImmunityBLOOD TYPE plays a
prominent role in determining who gets cancer and who doesn’t, as well as the survival rates of
cancer patients. That’s because your blood type is integral to the health of your immune system.
The job of the immune system is to protect against invasive elements, such as carcinogens. It
does this through a process of identifying “self ” (your own body) and destroying “non-self
” (everything else). This is a critical distinction; without it your immune system could attack your
own tissues by mistake or allow a dangerous organism access to vital areas of your body. In
spite of all its complexity, the immune system boils down to two basic functions: recognizing “us”
and killing “them.”To accomplish this, nature has endowed our immune systems with very
sophisticated methods to detect foreign substances in the body. One method involves looking
for chemical markers, called antigens, which are found on the cells of our bodies and on most
other living things. Any substance can be an antigen; the only requirement is that it be unique
enough to allow the immune system an opportunity to determine if it is “self ” or “non-self.” When
the immune system evaluates an unknown antigen and recognizes it as part of the body, it is
welcomed as safe and friendly. If not, it is designated as an intruder and appropriately dealt with.
At least a million different substances may provoke immune responses.All life forms have
individualized antigens that form a part of their chemical fingerprint. Among the many antigens in
your body is one that determines your blood type, and when your immune system sizes up a
suspicious character, one of the first things it looks for is whether the suspect in question has
any similarity to your blood type antigen. Blood type antigens are not unique to humans, or even
to animals with blood-streams. They’re also very common on a host of microorganisms, such as
bacteria, viruses, and parasites. When your immune system encounters a microorganism that is
not similar to your blood type antigen, it creates antibodies against it to try to destroy it. The
immune cells that make the antibodies will retain a “memory” of the microorganism and will
recognize and destroy it much more easily if it is encountered again.The type of antibodies we
make against things like the common cold or foods that we are allergic to are simple “taglike”
molecules that attach to the bad guys and signal to the scavenger cells of the immune system
that they should come over and kill the invader. These antibodies (called IgG) do not actually kill
the invaders, they just identify them. The white blood cells must do the killing.The antibodies we
make against other blood types are actually induced early in life by bacteria and sometimes by
the foods we eat. These anti-blood type antibodies are different from the IgG antibodies
previously discussed; they can destroy foreign microbes and allergens by themselves and
require no assistance from the body’s white blood cells. The lethal nature of these anti-blood
type antibodies (known as isohemmaglutinins) is the reason mismatched blood transfusions
typically lead to death.When an anti-blood type antibody encounters a foreign antigen, a
reaction called agglutination occurs. This means that the antibody attaches to the antigen and
makes it very sticky. When cells, viruses, parasites, and bacteria are agglutinated, they stick
together and “clump up,” which makes the job of their disposal all the easier. As microbes must
rely on their slippery powers of evasion, this is a very powerful defense mechanism. It is rather



like handcuffing criminals together; they become far less dangerous than when allowed to move
around freely.Blood Type O carries anti-A and anti-B antibodies, and rejects anything with an A-
or B-like antigen. Blood Type A carries anti-B antibodies, and Blood Type B carries anti-A
antibodies. Only Blood Type AB carries no anti-blood type antibodies, which is why Blood Type
AB individuals can receive blood transfusions from anybody.The Antigen-Antibody DynamicThe
Antigen-Antibody DynamicSecretors and Non-SecretorsAlthough everyone carries a blood type
antigen on their blood cells, about 80 percent of the population also secretes blood type
antigens into body fluids, such as saliva, mucus, and sperm. These people are called secretors.
The 20 percent of the population that does not secrete blood type antigens into body fluids are
called non-secretors.Since blood type antigens are crucial to immune defense, the implications
of being unable to secrete them into body fluids can place non-secretors at a disadvantage. In
general, non-secretors are far more likely to suffer from immune diseases than secretors. (For
more information about health factors associated with your secretor status, refer to Live Right 4
Your Type and The Complete Blood Type Encyclopedia.)Blood Type and CancerLIKE A
MODERN CITY, which could not function without its specialized members, such as sanitation
workers, police, and shopkeepers, your body can only function properly if there are adequate
numbers of very specialized cells, each with its particular part to play. These specialized cells
are called “differentiated” because they have the same characteristics as all other cells of that
cell type. Hair cells look very much like other hair cells, and when they reproduce, they make
other hair cells. In this nicely ordered way of things, life goes on.However, what happens when a
cell bucks City Hall? What if a muscle cell decides it would rather be a nerve cell, or a fingernail
cell? Now we’re talking anarchy.The body goes to great trouble to keep cells differentiated, since
the loss of this control is the first step in a process of cellular anarchy that can eventually lead to
malignancy.Blood type antigens are intimately involved with the process of differentiation. Their
production is regulated in the blood vessel cells of the fetal organs, and they are believed to be
responsible for specifying the location of future blood vessels in the burgeoning organs, where
they serve as differentiation markers. This critical embryonic function is probably the single most
important reason that blood type antigens appear and disappear in tissues that are about to go
aggressively malignant and metastasize, since cancer cells behave much like embryonic cells in
fetal organs.Since the blood type antigens are needed for cell differentiation, the loss of these
antigens results in the tumor cells gaining the ability to move and circulate through the body. This
link between blood type and cell adherence is probably as elemental to the development of
cancer as it is to life itself. A growing fetus needs the ability to spawn new organs and to
generate a sufficient blood supply to support them, and the loss of blood type allows for this
migration of embryonic cells to the sites of future organs and blood vessels. In malignancy,
however, the loss of blood type means migration of an uncontrolled sort—metastasis.Tissues
and organs that do not normally manufacture blood type antigens will show the reverse effect.
They will gain blood type antigens when they turn cancerous. In some cancers, such as the
thyroid and colon, changes taking place in the blood type antigen expression in one organ will



influence the expression of blood type antigens in another.Blood Type and Tumor MarkersMany
malignant cells, such as those found in breast and stomach cancer, develop a tumor marker
called the Thomsen-Friedenreich (T) antigen, which has a structural similarity to the A antigen.
The T antigen is suppressed in normal healthy cells, much like a rock that is covered by water at
high tide. The T antigen only becomes unsuppressed as a cell moves toward malignancy, much
as a covered rock becomes uncovered as the tide moves out. It is so rare to find the T antigen
uncovered in healthy tissue that we actually have antibodies against it. It is even rarer to find a
Tn antigen (a less well-developed T) on a healthy cell.It has been estimated that T and Tn
antigens are expressed and uncovered in about 90 percent of all cancers and some leukemias.
Well-differentiated cancers usually have a preponderance of T antigens and less of the Tn
antigens. However, as a cancer cell becomes poorly differentiated, Tn antigen expression
predominates. One of the functions of these T and Tn antigens is to promote cancer cell
adhesion—the ability of cancer cells to stick to other cells, including healthy cells.The good
news is that everyone has pre-existing anti-T and anti-Tn antibodies, or a built-in immune system
response against cells with these markers. These anti-T and anti-Tn antibodies are primarily
induced by your intestinal flora. Your blood type will often influence the amount and activity of
these antibodies against T and Tn antigens. Not surprisingly, Blood Types A and AB individuals
have the least aggressive antibody immune response against the T and Tn antigens, because of
their structural similarity to the A antigen. Their immune systems are more easily fooled by the A-
like invaders.The secretion of the A antigen in stomach cancer is not limited to Blood Type A
individuals. Large amounts of A antigen have also been observed in the less common stomach
tumors of Blood Types B and O. It appears that the progression of stomach cells to stomach
cancer involves a mutation of the blood type gene, resulting in production of the A antigen, even
if this is not the person’s blood type.The rare instances in which a blood type has been known to
change from one type to another are typically at the extreme end of a long fight against a cancer.
It appears that as a last resort, the body attempts to further distance itself from the cancer by
“adopting” a different blood type. All recorded cases where a blood type was altered in the
course of a malignancy involved the adoption of a B-like antigen in a cancer patient who was
Blood Type A. It has also been noted many times that cancer patients who receive blood
transfusions do not fare as well as patients who do not. Perhaps the need to adjust to slight
differences in the transfused blood derails some of the blood type-based immune responses
normally in effect.Cancer’s Warning SignsThe best method of cancer control is early detection
and treatment. Know cancer’s seven warning signals:1. A change in bowel or bladder habits2. A
sore that does not heal3. Unusual bleeding or discharge4. A thickening or lump in the breast or
elsewhere5. Indigestion or difficulty swallowing6. Obvious change in a wart or mole7. Nagging
cough or hoarsenessThese signs indicate an immediate need for medical attention. Remember,
cancer begins small and, if unchecked, spreads. Cancers in their early stages have the best
chance for cure. Pain is a late symptom—don’t wait for it.Cancer’s Warning SignsThe best
method of cancer control is early detection and treatment. Know cancer’s seven warning



signals:1. A change in bowel or bladder habits2. A sore that does not heal3. Unusual bleeding or
discharge4. A thickening or lump in the breast or elsewhere5. Indigestion or difficulty
swallowing6. Obvious change in a wart or mole7. Nagging cough or hoarsenessThese signs
indicate an immediate need for medical attention. Remember, cancer begins small and, if
unchecked, spreads. Cancers in their early stages have the best chance for cure. Pain is a late
symptom—don’t wait for it.Even so, being Blood Type O or B and being capable of attacking A-
like things, such as cancer cells, gives these blood types a considerable advantage.Blood Itself
—Another LinkThe A-like cancer hypothesis is a strong one, well supported in the literature.
Another Blood Type A biological trait that conveys susceptibility to malignancy is a “thicker”
blood and tendency toward clotting.Cancer cells often hitch a ride on circulating platelets as they
begin to metastasize. Von Willebrand Factor (vWF) and Factor VIII are serum proteins that are a
sort of molecular glue that platelets use to attach to blood-clotting proteins along the lining of the
blood vessels. Aberrant platelet glycoproteins need it to bind to cancer cells. Plasma specimens
from patients with disseminated metastases showed that their plasma levels of von Willebrand
Factor and Factor VIII were elevated above those of normal subjects (vWF almost double).
Blood Types A and AB have naturally higher concentrations of these blood-clotting factors.
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Connie, “Interesting Book. I am interested in preventing cancer, because we have so many
cancer linked chemicals in our environment.It is interesting how he makes links to triggering our
own internal systems to protect our health.”

kevin smith, “Fighting cancer by eating according to your blood type.. I have heard of this man a
his good works. Sending this book to my cousin who can most certainly benefit from this.”

RD, “A must read. An exellent read. I have been following this regime since I received it. It's
amazing when you find the right foods for your bloood type haw you realise that most of the
foods you liked as a chold are the ones you should be eating”

Alison, “A must read for people wanting to actively fight cancer and heal their body using
nutrition as medicine. Very informative helping you to understand the reason why different blood
types accept different food types.  Enables you to make proper balanced food choices.”

The book by Peter J. D'Adamo has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 23 people have provided feedback.
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